
Welsh KC Championship Show 2011 
PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 
 
MPD (1) 1 Sang's Kalkasi High Flyer at Mizeka, well grown for his 7.1/2m and with good substance, clean 
balanced head developing, lovely almond shaped dark eye and excellent pigmentation, decent front 
assembly and ribs with depth and sufficient spring for age, topline to settle, good tail, set and carriage, 
moves out easily with minimal effort, very composed and shown in good clean condition, BP.  
 
PD (2,1) 1 Sang's Kalkasi High Flyer at Mizeka.  
 
JD (2) 1 Cochrane's Pyroni New Brunswick Boy for Myatoksci, overall picture is of a dog that is rather too 
compact and needing to come up on the leg, however he possesses a headpiece with a certain appeal 
since skull is clean with gentle curve to skull, minimal stop and flat sides, lovely expression from dark well 
placed eyes, very good pigmentation, scored here in lay to shoulder and better front, ribs are deep and 
quite well sprung but could come back further, loin a little short coupled for this breed, displays moderate 
definition to hindquarters and moves out smartly, well handled and shown in quality coat. 2 Ford's Kalkasi 
Dances with Wolves for Montimur, well grown lad who was rather out of coat, a little heavier in stop but 
with reasonable eye and expression, depth to brisket with sufficient spring to ribs, topline still to settle, 
would prefer better turn of stifle, comes into his own in profile action.  
 
PGD (5) 1 Shepherd & Cordon's Gillandant The Illusionist at Avantgarde, quality lad who presents a clean 
outline with nothing overstated, eyes could possibly be a shade darker but not objectionable, clean neck 
and best shoulders in this class, has depth and length to ribcage which is well sprung, good topline and 
gentle slope to croup, moderate turn of stifle, moves out true enough without being rushed. 2 Tomkin's 
Shanlimore Tarvos of Glenpyr, very similar but preferred this expression, not quite the lay to shoulder of 
1, straight well boned forelimbs, depth and spring to ribs, firm loin and topline, good definition to 
hindquarters, moves out true, shown in harsh double coat. 3 Assolom's Fontenay Newton Wonder.  
 
LD (6) 1 Pollard's Gillandant Rockafella, very well balanced and clean all-through, masculine head without 
exaggeration, super eye and expression, minimal stop and balanced muzzle, developed ribcage and 
sufficient length to leg, firm level topline, excellent turn of stifle and developed second thigh, shown in tip 
top form and well handled. 2 Meakin's Jazanah Josephinite, well grown and of good type, masculine with 
slightly more stop than 1, dark expressive eye, good pigmentation, possesses a decent front with marked 
forechest, firm topline and loin with slight tuck up, good second thigh and a steady mover, quality coat. 3 
Maggs' Gillandant Kathy's Clown of Dewyche.  
 
OD (8,2) Lovely class. 1 Baverstock's Kalkasi In High Spirits, thought this lad stood away here, has size with 
substance without a hint of exaggeration, very clean in head with super dark eye and expression, clean 
muzzle, decent neck and front, well ribbed up, level topline and gently curved croup, definition to second 
thigh, moved out with such ease and covered the ground well, CC & BOB.  2 Meakin's Jazanah Jaunty, this 
lad scored in outline being well grown with decent length of leg and body, head is well laid out and not 
overstated, super expression from dark eyes, good front with visible forechest, arch to neck, well ribbed 
with excellent hindquarters and action, RCC. 3 Bowker & Boyd's Ch & Am Ch Rivergroves Murphy-Goode.  
 



MPB (2,1) 1 Baverstock's Kalkasi High Expectations, quite well grown for 7m but obviously still quite raw 
in her development, head of correct proportions with dark well placed eye, good pigmentation, decent 
front assembly, strong neck, topline to settle, good croup and excellent hindquarters, quality coat coming, 
moves out true enough.  
 
PB (2,1) 1 Baverstock's Kalkasi High Expectations.  
 
JB (3,1) 1 McDowell's Sketrick Maggie May, well grown and has all the essentials plus a decent head and 
expression, at a rather in between teenage stage at present so needs time to get it all together, sound 
mover, quality coat coming, well handled. 2 Ford's Kalkasi Stormdance for Montimur, on the small side, 
has a medium brown eye and dark pigmentation, broad front, some development to ribs, firm level 
topline, would prefer better modeling to hindquarters, out of coat, sympathetically handled.  
 
PGB (5,1) 1 Downes' Shanlimore Chaldene at Belshanmish, feminine with substance, lovely clean balanced 
head, lovely expression from almond shaped dark eye, good pigmentation, decent neck and front 
assembly, depth and spring to ribs, firm topline and sound quarters, sound mover coming and going. 2 
Duffell's Kalkasi Misty Star of Ricaduffal, dark eyes in a slightly stronger head, good pigmentation and 
clean finish to muzzle, shoulders laid and forelimbs straight with elbows held firm, sufficient spring to ribs, 
firm level topline, reasonable hindquarters, steady mover. 3 Ford's Lakamoni Aurora for Montimur.  
 
LB (6,2) 1 Sang's Kalkasi Destiny's Spirit at Mizeka, was a fairly convincing winner here, well grown with 
substance, head well laid out with dark eye of good shape, good pigmentation, decent front assembly, 
arch to strong neck, depth to chest which is quite well sprung, loin is firm but could possibly carry a tad 
more body, respectable hindquarters, easy mover with good drive. 2 Dowdell's Ordessa Silver Lace Moon, 
dark eye and good expression from this feminine girl, balanced and quite well boned, fairly good spring 
to ribs, level topline and definition to hindquarters, moves out true enough at a steady pace. 3 Gibsons 
Pyrgem Murphy's Princess.  
 
OB (4,1) 1 Pollard's Ch Gillandant Sugar and Spice, outstanding feminine outline with sufficient size and 
substance yet not overstated, clean head with minimal stop, dark eye of super shape giving kind 
expression, excellent front assembly with forechest apparent, slightly rounded ribcage, topline held firm 
and croup gently sloping, moderate turn of stifle, strong hocks, moves out with ease, although not quite 
in full coat what she has is harsh and well prepared, CC. 2 Edward's Zalute Zeona Via Shanlimore, ultra 
feminine with lovely balanced headpiece, softest of expressions and deep flat cheeks, clean in finish to 
muzzle with sufficient underjaw, excellent front with straight forelimbs and tidy feet, scored here in spring 
of rib, good for topline and hindquarters, steady mover, RCC. 3 Ford's Ch Gillandant Cherie Amour at 
Desalazara. 
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